NEW RT-10 ROPE TESTER

Test the dielectric strength of your rope in the field
- Easily test any length of rope before use
- Clear visual and audible indication of contaminated sections
- Powered by field-replaceable 9V batteries

Portable. Durable. Easy-To-Use.

SPECIFICATIONS
- Output Voltage/Current: 9kVDC/ 60μA Max
- Current Threshold for "Bad Rope" Indication: 15 μA
- Battery Type: (2) 9V Field-Replaceable
- Battery Life: 8 Hours of Typical Use
- Operating Temperature Range: 0°F to 125°F
- Dimensions: 7.7" x 4.0" x 3.7"

ORDERING INFORMATION
- CAT. NO. RT-10
- DESCRIPTION: Rope Tester includes carrying case, (2) 9V Batteries

Check out these additional HDE Products

**PRX™ Proximity Voltage Detector**

Easily verify the presence of voltage without contacting the conductor. Three models available to detect voltages from 120V up to 500kV

**V-Watch® Personal Voltage Detector**

Provides another level of safety for line crews, storm restoration workers and first responders by alerting them to the presence of electric fields or energized equipment

**Double Vision® Meters**

Voltmeters and Voltage indicator with available wireless phasing capabilities featuring a patented synchronized dual-display design.

For more information, visit our website at [Greenlee.com/HDE](http://Greenlee.com/HDE)